The Urban Land Markets Programme (or Urban LandMark) is committed to evidence-based advocacy around making urban land markets work better for the poor. The goal of the programme is to positively influence policies and practice in South Africa towards improving poorer people’s access to well-located urban land, by making markets and land planning, and land management systems work better, thus giving effect and meaning to the right to land. Urban LandMark is increasingly looking at ways in which the socially dominated land market of poor people might be accepted and enhanced. This means looking at both financially and socially dominated land markets, and the interface, and understanding better how the more powerful property interests operate in urban areas.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

Urban LandMark was set up in 2006 with funding from the UK Department for International Development to investigate how to make urban land markets in South Africa work better for the poor. Between November 2006 and May 2007, Urban LandMark conducted a research project to investigate how the poor access, hold and trade land in different types of settlements in three metropolitan areas in South Africa: Cape Town, Ekurhuleni and eThekwini.

The research started from the premise that land is held and that land transactions take place outside of the officially recognised system of land management and property ownership. However, little is known about how these alternative arrangements work, and whether or not they work for the poor. The aim was to make these alternative markets visible so as to inform a view of urban land markets that is complete and enables pro-poor intervention.

The three metropolitan areas were selected to make it possible to make some general claims about urban land markets in South Africa’s largest cities. These were also selected so that comparisons could be made across metropolitan areas. The types of settlements chosen were informal settlements, recently allocated Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) housing projects, backyard shacks, an area under a traditional authority, and an area of local council housing.

The research methodology consisted of a literature review, social surveys and a legal and regulatory framework review. Social surveys in the nine settlements included a qualitative survey using a life-history methodology, complemented by semi-structured interviews with municipal officials, national government officials and key informants in each of the metropolitan areas. This was followed by quantitative surveys in the nine settlements. Where relevant, the land management practices of the state, customary authorities and informal or unrecognised authorities were also examined.

The results of the study confirmed that land markets are operating in these settlements. These markets are seldom recognised mainly because social relations are dominant. The study also found that both state policy and financial markets are shaping these areas, and that informal settlements are an important part of the urban land market.

This booklet is a shorter version of the full study, available on the Urban LandMark website, www.urbanlandmark.org.za.
INTRODUCTION
Acquiring land and housing in RDP and informal settlements is complex, involving a number of steps rather than a single transaction. The research investigated the different stages of transacting around land, identifying six steps (see Figure 2).

• Finding people or organisations to transact with
• Recognising others to transact with
• Calculating and valuing
• Contracting
• Holding land
• Terminating

Finding people or organisations to transact with
The first step is to find other parties in the chosen settlement who are interested and willing to engage in a transaction.

Recognising others to transact with
For security of mind it is necessary to know that the other party is the legitimate owner of the rights that are being transferred.

Calculating and valuing
Once the validity of the transaction has been established, the next step is to calculate the value of land or house and the rights to this.

Figure 1: The transaction pyramid

The data from the research suggests that in socially dominated land markets the way that people negotiate for land is the result of the interaction between people’s social identity, their claim to the land, and their social networks, all of which determine the nature of each transaction. (see Figure 1)
Contracting
A transaction involves coming to an agreement.

Holding land
By holding any commodity, certain rights accrue to the holders that are often backed by the state or judiciary. However, specific rights accrue to holders, or occupiers, of land that influence the preceding and succeeding steps in the transaction process, for example access to services and an address.

Terminating
Terminating land contracts involves an assessment of the possibilities for moving on and the search for new buyers, and hence, starting the cycle again.

These steps are not fixed. People might find others to transact with in specific ways; the forms of recognising others to transact with are based on socially acceptable practices; the value of land is agreed on; there are certain norms and expectations that govern agreements; rights accrue according to the particular claims of land holders; and there are accepted ways in which land holding can be terminated.

TERMS
A ‘financially dominated land market’ is where the setting of price dominates the supply and demand of land. In a ‘socially dominated land market’, the supply and demand of land are mediated more by social relationships. Price or cost is still an issue but it is of secondary importance in the way people transact.

Figure 2: The steps in acquiring land
CASE STUDIES

Nearly half of the households living in RDP housing projects in the case study settlements come from informal settlements. Most of the households seem to have found the move disruptive in some way. The most valued aspect of the land and dwellings is that they are free because of the housing subsidy. As a rough calculation, the costs associated with finally getting an RDP house are R377. Households are investing a further R1 257 on average on improvements over about six years. Most household heads said they would not sell and would not be prepared to move. Most households in the informal settlement case studies were female-headed households. For nearly half of the households, this was their first transaction over somewhere to live outside the parental household. These transactions appear to be motivated as much by the need for independence as by the fact that claims to the rights to the land are free. Other benefits people mention about living in informal settlements include being close to employment and transport. Family and friendship networks are important for many, but not all, of the different stages transacting. Calculations of the approximate cost of the transaction suggest that, on average, households in the informal settlements are spending R196 to access an informal settlement. They are investing a further R1 155 on average on improvements over roughly six years. Most of the informal settlement households would sell their rights to the land if they had to move, but most would move only if the government provided RDP land and a house.

RDP SETTLEMENTS

How people find opportunities to access land

People find opportunities to access land in RDP housing projects in a variety of ways. The first, and main way, relates to the local authorities and includes the councillor and municipal officials. The second is family and friendship networks. The third way is through community meetings and committee members who provide assistance and information. Councillors and municipal officials also frequently use the local communities and community meetings to communicate with family and friendship networks. Despite the official nature of the RDP housing allocation process, family members and friends are crucial in helping people find out about different locations. The committee and community meetings are important sources of information, linking people living in informal settlements with the local authorities. For people living in informal settlements, the local authority is central for finding out about the possibilities of formal housing.
How people make sure that land access is valid

Registration and documentation of land rights with the municipality have far-reaching effects in establishing the trustworthiness of land access in RDP housing projects. The role of the state extends beyond the immediate allocation of land and housing in RDP housing projects, for instance in the registration of informal settlement residents. This registration creates an expectation, sometimes realised, of future allocation of a RDP dwelling.

How people calculate the financial amount to be exchanged in transactions

The idea that it is acceptable to make a profit when selling a property is not a given. Responses from people in the case studies were mixed. However, it was considered fair to make a profit in an RDP property sale if a dwelling had been extended or improved, possibly because the additional investment justifies a return. Social relations between the transacting parties are more likely to inform how the contract is put together, and the criteria used for calculating the value are based on perceptions of the dwelling being of a “decent” size and quality. For the most part, the logic of when it was thought to be unfair to make a profit was the converse of when it was considered fair. One important difference emerges. About 32% of respondents felt that it was unfair to make a profit on land originally obtained free.

How people make agreements

Only 36.8% of the respondents in the RDP housing projects refer to title deeds as their means of securing tenure. Of this figure, 25.4% of respondents were given a title deed and 11.4% indicated that a title deed was coming. For many people, therefore, the title deed was not perceived as being important for making agreements.

The acceptance of written evidence is high at 33.4%, including receipts, documents or letters. Public witnessing of transactions is an important form of proving ownership. The relatively high number of responses that mentioned “verbal agreements” and transactions being “witnessed by councillors” suggests that off-register transactions take place.

How people resolve disputes

When people need to resolve disputes about their claim to the land and dwelling in RDP settlements, most respondents say they would turn to councillors and municipal officials. Not only did most respondents select councillors and municipalities, but these were selected as the first choice by those that answered this question. Neighbours emerge as the next most significant group of people that respondents
would approach to resolve disputes. However, though neighbours were selected by a large proportion of respondents, they were chosen as the first choice by only about 15% of the household heads.

**How long it takes to access land**

The average time between when a respondent first heard about the option to access land in a RDP housing project and the time they moved in is 78 days. This excludes the amount of time a person may have been on a waiting list. Qualitative research findings indicate that time on a waiting list ranged from as much as 20 years to as little as a few years.

**The financial costs of accessing land and investing**

The average financial cost to access land in a RDP housing project amounted to R1 636. The financial costs were calculated from when a respondent first heard about the option to when they moved in, and included any amount they had invested in improvements to strengthen their rights. Accessing land in an RDP housing project is far from free. Costs include transport and people that had to be paid, but exclude the financial cost of people’s time.

**Recent property transactions of residents**

Responses indicate that people living in RDP houses at present had engaged in relatively few property transactions in the previous five years. Median prices in the settlements ranged from R5 750 in Old Dunbar, to R15 000 in Kingsway and R17 000 in Delft. Six percent of respondents indicated that they had traded land in the preceding five-year period.

Sixty percent of the households would not sell their property but would rather put a family member in their place, although it is possible that sales could take place within families. About 20% of households would be prepared to sell, and a much lower percentage would be prepared to rent out their dwelling. Questions about the circumstances under which people would be prepared to move demonstrated that most households (53.1%) would not be prepared to move at all.

---

**Has life improved or become worse?**

Responses from people in the RDP case studies settlements were similar to those of people who had moved into informal settlements. Only about half of the households perceived an improvement in their lives. Gender differences emerged about changing financial circumstances after moving to RDP housing projects. In all the RDP housing projects, the average monthly household income of female-headed households improved after moving to an RDP housing project. In Kingsway and Delft, the average monthly income of male-headed households decreased after moving, while in Old Dunbar it increased. A similar trend emerged for the settlements as a whole where the average monthly household income has decreased in Kingsway and Delft and increased in Old Dunbar.

In the informal settlements, household heads do not perceive a clear improvement in their lives as a result of moving to the city at a minimal cost. Thirty percent of respondents said their situation had “remained the same”, indicating an ability to at least maintain a standard of living through moving, no matter how minimal.
CASE STUDIES – RDP SETTLEMENTS

Delft, Cape Town

People first moved to Delft in 1989 from different areas around Cape Town. Many came from informal settlements and backyard shacks. The allocation of subsidy houses in Delft is more or less equally divided between coloured and African households. The perception of the residents is that there is a lack of municipal control over how land is being used and the development of facilities. For example, sports facilities are provided but are not functioning properly, and trading on the main road poses hazards. The supply of low-cost housing by the state in Cape Town does not appear to have kept up with demand, as seen by the number of backyard shacks in Delft. Programmes to tackle crime are paying dividends, and there are signs that the housing supply is starting to be differentiated by types of tenure. In the last five years, only 14% of households have sold their houses, at an average of R17 000 a house.

Kingsway, Ekurhuleni

Kingsway was established in 1989 when the authorities relocated people from informal settlements in Wattville, Apex and Mandleni, according to community history. This RDP housing project has about 2 500 residential plots. Kingsway’s residents mirror the relatively youthful age of household heads in metropolitan Ekurhuleni as a whole with 62% of household heads between the age of 25 and 44 and only 35% older than 45. In the last five years, only 11% of households have sold their houses in the settlement, at an average cost of R15 000.

Old Dunbar, Durban

People started erecting shacks in the Old Dunbar area of Cato Manor in 1993. The invasion of other areas of Cato Manor begun before 1993, and as people were passing the Old Dunbar area they noticed it was empty. Cato Manor was well located for work opportunities and urban amenities and people mobilised and started erecting shacks. Most of them came from areas around eThekwini which were hit by political violence in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The first phase of the formal allocation of sites began in 1998 with sites being allocated by the Cato Manor Development Association according to provincial subsidy norms. Trading in RDP houses in this settlement is low, with only 8% of households exchanging houses in the last five years, at an average sale price of R5750.
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

How people find opportunities to access land

Family and friendship networks are important for finding people in informal settlements who are willing to transact, at 30.6% and 31.9% respectively. Being able to tap into social networks of “people living around” (16.3%) is also an important way of finding available land.

How people make sure that land access will be valid

Just over 40% of respondents indicated that even though they did not have any means of assuring that land access would be valid, they still took a chance claiming land in informal settlements. This high rate suggests that people feel it is worth taking a chance in this risky and precarious undertaking. Commonly agreed systems, such as those put in place by local committees, are the most important means of checking. Given that family and friends are frequently the way people hear about different places, it is not surprising that these networks also come into play when gaining assurance about the legitimacy of the claims of the person with whom they intend to contract. Opportunity, spurred by a social network, stands out as the combination that makes moving into an informal settlement possible. In very few instances did household heads use formal documents to assure themselves of the validity of the transaction they were embarking on, although this contrasts with how people make agreements.

How people calculate the amount to be exchanged in transactions

In comparison with the responses from household heads in RDP settlements, it is less clear when it is considered acceptable to make a profit out of somebody wanting to stay in an informal settlement.

How people make agreements

Most households in the informal settlement case studies relied on written documents to make agreements. About one in five households either made the agreement verbally or had no agreement. In 5.5% of the cases, a councillor witnessed the agreement.

How people resolve disputes

Respondents turn first to neighbours and the previous owner to resolve disputes about their claims. Of the respondents that selected the “previous owner”, most chose this option as their first choice. Neighbours emerge as the next most significant group that people would approach to resolve disputes.
How long it takes people to access land

The average time between when a respondent first heard about the option to access land in an informal settlement and the time they moved in is 69 days. Although this appears similar to the time involved in accessing an RDP dwelling, it cannot be readily compared as the time spent on a waiting list was not accounted for.

The financial costs of accessing land and investing

The average figure for transacting in informal settlements was R1 351. The financial cost was calculated from when a respondent first heard about the option to the time they moved in, and includes any amount invested in improvements to strengthen their rights. Costs include transport and people that had to be paid, but exclude the financial cost of people’s time. Accessing land in an informal settlement is far from free. On average, respondents in the informal settlement case studies spent R157 on finding the opportunity to access their land and another R38 on making sure that the transaction was valid. The average investment that households have made on their dwellings is R1 155. When this is averaged over the number of years that the respondents in informal settlements have been in possession of the land and dwellings (just under six years), this does not amount to a large amount per year. However, in relation to the investment by households in RDP settlements, it could be argued that it is greater in the sense that the household heads in informal settlements do not start with a dwelling or access to services.

Recent property transactions of residents

People living in the informal settlements at present engaged in significantly more property transactions in the preceding five years – 36% of the respondents indicated that they had traded land in the preceding five-year period. A far higher percentage of sales were recorded in Somalia and Blackburn Village than in Nkanini, although this smaller percentage of sales was at a higher financial value. Somalia and Blackburn Village are more established settlements on which the state has conferred some recognition. Nkanini is less established, although it is on the cusp of recognition. The prices paid for a place in the informal settlements in the case studies were highly variable across the different metropolitan areas, with median prices ranging from R50 in Somalia to R590 in Blackburn and R1 350 in Nkanini. Most of the informal settlement respondents would sell their claim to rights to their land should they have to move. A smaller but significant group would put a family member on the land. Just over 20% indicated that their shack would be demolished and the land cleared if they moved.
RDP housing is perceived as the way out of informal settlements. Most household heads in informal settlements indicated that their reason for moving out of the informal settlement would be because the government had provided a house and land.

CASE STUDIES — INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

Nkanini, Cape Town

Nkanini informal settlement lies next to Khayelitsha. People started settling there in October 2003. For the first month, there were only 30 shacks, and the City of Cape Town threatened to demolish them. When these shacks were not demolished, other people took this as a signal, and a significant number of people moved on to the site in December 2003. Since then almost 16% of households have traded their shack houses for an average price of R1 350.

Somalia, Ekurhuleni

The land is privately owned and was part of a farm when people started settling there in 1989. The original wave of people came from nearby Vosloorus and people working on farms. They were attracted by the possibilities of working on nearby farms, and migrated from as far as the Transkei, Lesotho, Free State and Malawi. Most of the people were accommodated in farm compounds, but after the numbers started to grow, the farm owner decided to build additional accommodation. Over time, some people found better employment in nearby factories, erected shacks and invited other family members to join them in Somalia. As more and more people came, the number of shacks mushroomed, and community leaders found it necessary to develop a system to allocate plots. The combination of Somalia being both close to work opportunities and town has made it an attractive place to settle. In the last five years, an impressive 38% of households have traded shacks at an average price of only R50.

Blackburn Village Durban

Blackburn Village was originally established by Indian people about 20 years ago, according to people living there today. The first African settlers were mainly seasonal farm workers who came from rural parts of KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape: Bizana, Eshowe, Nkandla, Flagstaff and Port St Johns. The settlement is now home to about 4 500 people, or 900 households, and is a mix of African and Indian residents. In the last five years, 24% of households have traded shacks in the area at an average price of R590.
FINDINGS

1. Land markets operate in poorer parts of the three metropolitan areas

Contrary to conventional wisdom, land markets are not absent in the poorer parts of our cities. The poor are accessing, holding and trading land in a variety of ways. Seeing these transactions as a process, rather than a single step, helps understand the complexity of these arrangements. Land markets in the settlement areas in the case studies contradict the view that there is only one type of urban land market, which people associate with the more formal areas of the city or with price. One of the drawbacks of assuming that there is only one type of urban land market is that this tends to dismiss other ways of transacting around land as dysfunctional, thin or defective, or quite simply absent. Such a view misses the importance that different land markets play in poor people’s lives because it is only looking for one type of economic rationale. It fails to recognise other forms of economic rationality. Without recognising different land markets, we run the risk of a narrow range of policy interventions, which are likely to be associated with a single urban land market. These interventions are unlikely to work for the poor.

2. Informal settlements play a critical role in urban land access

Informal settlements occupy an important place in the urban land market, contributing to the way it works for the poor. Comparing RDP and informal settlement findings shows that RDP housing is perceived as the route out of informal settlements and that informal settlements are performing the function of “reception areas” for some households. Informal settlements exhibit elasticity in housing and land supply, which the state and private sector struggle to achieve. Eradicating informal settlements would undermine the operation of the urban land market in the short term unless a highly effective system of official land supply were put in place.

3. Social relations are dominant in these markets, although an economic rationale is present when people make decisions

Markets in the case study settlements do not conform to the rules of supply and demand, which are essentially mediated by price. Instead, social relations dominate. However, this should not be misconstrued as acting in ways that are economically irrational. For example, people make the judgment that it is worthwhile paying the transaction and sale costs of living in a shack, despite the risks associated with these undertakings, and they see this as strengthening their claim on RDP housing.
Evidence of social relations is plentiful in the research reports. For example, the results from Cape Town show that the set of expectations associated with “getting older” and starting a family can create powerful expressions of social identities for young nuclear or single parent households (40.8% – 68.8%). The social pressure of accessing an independent space in the city was observed in all the case studies in Cape Town (46% – 63.9%). In Ekurhuleni, the need for “independence” (46.7%) was also important in the informal settlement. More importantly, the settlement provided a safety net for those whose identities changed after they became unemployed but who still wanted to keep a foothold in the city (65.5%). Transactions in Wattville revolve around a different set of identities, relating to employment opportunities and being salaried or regular wage workers with higher levels of employment (45.8%). In eThekwini, the profound disruption of the political violence in the early 1990s in KwaZulu-Natal has left its mark on the identities of many of the respondents in the case study settlements. It is also clear that becoming a worker or work-seeker is a dominant expression of social identity in the eThekwini settlements (37.5% – 87%).

The role and importance of social networks emerges at different steps in the transaction process. Family and friendship networks are the most important means through which people find others to transact with (with the exception of Kingsway where 44% of the respondents noted that the community meeting had been the most important way of finding out about their options). Social networks are also important for checking the trustworthiness of other parties to the transactions, and the extent of this importance varies between the metropolitan areas and the case studies. When it comes to resolving disputes over land there tends to be a shift and local neighbourhood networks appear to be more important. Social networks might also begin to include the local councillor or municipal officials or, the local induna in Tribal areas.

**MAKING POLICY WORK**

**Recognise socially dominated land markets:** This could be legal reform, reform of practice at a municipal level within existing legal frameworks or, in its most limited sense, awareness raising.

**Support the role that informal settlements play in the urban land market:** Informal settlements are important in the urban land market, contributing elasticity in supply, which the state and private sector cannot easily achieve. Ill-considered informal settlement eradication risks interrupting existing supply of land unless effective alternatives are introduced.

**Develop social interventions that support poor people’s access to land:** Interventions need to be applicable to socially dominated land markets. This approach confirms the growing policy consensus that a one-size-fits-all approach is inappropriate.
The failure to recognise social drivers typically results in conclusions that either no financially dominated market operates in poor areas or that it is “thin”, “defective” or “dysfunctional” in some way. Accordingly, policy tends to be based on interventions that are framed within the context of financially dominated markets and focus exclusively on issues such as clarifying property rights or providing access to credit. Little within the financially dominated perception alerts policymakers to the reality that interventions framed in this way are not applicable to socially dominated land markets. The research confirms the need to move away from a one-size-fits-all approach. Avenues of reform need to explore the interplay between socially dominated land markets and the effective delivery of the services, which would improve quality of life, such as transport, health and welfare and anti-crime programmes.

4. Financial logic is evident, although these markets are socially dominated

Poor people interact all the time with both the state and financially dominated markets over land. But they also engage in a socially dominated land market where the state and price are not the key drivers. The twin assumptions – that the market and the state are absent in poor, unregulated areas of South Africa’s cities, or that it is possible to expand state and market involvement in land in a way where social relationships have no role in shaping access to and transactions of urban land – are both simplistic. Rejecting these assumptions has important implications for policy reform.

The most obvious way in which the financially dominated land market model is present is in the activities of the respondents themselves. There are clearly instances when people consider it appropriate to transact on the basis of price rather than social values, such as when households have improved their dwellings (10.5% – 96%).

MAKING POLICY WORK (CONTINUED)

Recognise how the financially dominated land market depends on the socially dominated market: Greater awareness of socially dominated land markets will make it possible to explore the relationship with the financially dominated markets. This should open up opportunities for integration in ways that benefit the poor more.

Public investment should support greater urban land market differentiation: Income potential would be enhanced if urban land markets were more diverse. This should include backyard shacks and other formal second dwellings (including Wendy houses and domestic workers’ quarters). Public spending in RDP settlements especially should focus on public amenities and public infrastructure. Closer attention should also be given to off-plot and non-erf-based investments.
Less obvious, but also significant, is that poor people are attempting to access an urban land market that is highly structured by major economic actors. The financially dominated land market model is a powerful basis for city planning and development. The result is that poor people generally land up in peripheral or marginal locations. The place that many poor people access in the city is therefore already a result of the financially dominated land market model.

Blackburn Village, for example, can simultaneously be defined as productive farm land; the next area to be developed for a formal, gated development; or an area crucial for the survival of poor people. How the land will be used in future hinges on the balance of political forces and the ability of the different actors to lock in their preferred land use. However, all the formal estate agents interviewed observed that the financially dominated land market model, with its expectation of generating wealth, wouldn’t function if it had to accommodate the land needs of poor people. The financially dominated land market model is therefore affected by the socially dominated logics operating in informal land markets although this is seldom recognised.

5. The state is present in socially dominated land markets

Contrary to the view that informality reflects the absence of the state, the research showed that as transactions are negotiated, they often mutate in response to state urban policy and practices. Once people are living in informal settlements, they are drawn into developments dictated and determined primarily by the state. Important, is that people also choose to do this as they see the possibility of future gain in the form of formal housing, for example.

The findings show that there are obvious ways in which the state is involved in poor and informal areas. For example, in registering shacks the state creates a new commodity which revolves around a right to future development. Overwhelmingly, “waiting too long for development” is perceived to weaken rights to land (66.7% - 85.2%). Another example, observed in eThekwini, is the state’s plan to demolish shacks once people are moved to RDP housing projects, which tends to limit supply in those locations.

Most importantly the state encourages specific land markets among poor people. The locations poor people access become the means of obtaining an officially recognised right to land in the city. Typically, the peripheral places poor people end up in through their own meagre resources and overburdened social networks become the sites of RDP housing projects or shack upgrading. What some residents primarily value is the right to future development, rather than their present location in the city. This stimulates land markets in these peripheral and
marginal areas, the location of which has already been determined by the financially dominated land market model. However, the exact nature of this right at present is so vague, and determined so opaquely, that it can simultaneously mean nothing and everything to people in an informal settlement. The result is that the commodity created around a “right to future development” has variable value. Some people place great store in this right, while others may despair and move on.

6. These markets work for poor people in the short term but, with current policy interventions, have limitations in the long term

Socially dominated land markets work for poor people. They allow them to access the city and contribute to the urban economy, as evidenced by the finding that most respondents obtain their income from salaries and wages. This access is relatively quick, easy and cheap, even though they are often peripheral or marginal, mainly determined by forces of the financially dominated land market.

State intervention in the places where poor people have accessed land themselves include registration, providing services or identification as the criteria for relocation to an RDP house and land allocation.

QUESTIONING COMMON PERCEPTIONS

The market is absent in poorer parts of our cities: Land markets exist in poorer parts of the cities, according to which the poor access, hold and trade land in a variety of ways. These functioning markets provide the poor with access to urban land and the ability to transact around urban land.

Informal settlement eradication is an appropriate policy response: Informal settlements are important places for the operation of urban land markets. Eradication without considering alternative land supply mechanisms would undermine the way in which the land market functions at present.

Price is determined in a single, financially dominated market model: Rather than one type of economic rationality, different kinds land markets and of other forms of economic logic fuel the way poor people access, hold and trade land. Social relations are dominant in these transactions. Unfortunately, transactions based on any other register than price tend to be obscured or undervalued.

The state is absent in the informal settlements of our cities: The ways in which the poor access, hold and trade land are not disorganised or dysfunctional, as the term “informal” implies. Neither is the state absent. Transactions are highly responsive to state urban policy and practices. Shack registration, for example, creates a new commodity in informal settlements around a future right to development in an unspecified but officially sanctioned housing project.
These actions determine a long-term future for people in locations that were initially only an access point to the city, and do not necessarily reflect longer-term needs. The result is increasing peripheral or marginal land that has limited potential for household wealth accumulation and city revenue generation through, for example, residential property sales or property taxation.

The conclusion that socially dominated land market logics have little value or that they constitute dysfunctional land markets because they do not appear to be generating wealth should be resisted. Socially dominated land markets play a role in allowing poor people to access the city cheaply and quickly, access employment, achieve independence, and act as a safety net when households are hit by “shocks” but need to remain in the city. They are vital and must be accommodated in any land and housing plan for the city. Simultaneously, poor people need a range of different claims to different land in the city, rather than the shack upgrading or peripheral RDP units conventionally on offer. Urban policies should not conflate the steps in the transaction process, and should not confirm the places that the poor access land with the locations in which they eventually hold land.

Figure 3: Urban land market differentiation
7. Little differentiation in perceived advantages
of living in informal settlements, RDP
housing projects and backyard shacks
limits property growth

The findings show that there are few qualitative differences between informal settlements and RDP housing projects. Perceptions of an improvement in people’s lives in RDP case studies were observed only in 53% of the surveyed households, and for 29% their situation remained the same. The RDP housing project case studies were not especially valued for being close to employment opportunities (Old Dunbar being an exception). A smaller, but significant group valued “access to schools” in the RDP cases studies, and this indicates that investing in public infrastructure is one way for government to differentiate between informal settlements and RDP housing projects.

The inability of residents in both RDP housing projects and informal settlements to effectively access urban opportunities means beneficiaries in RDP housing projects are no better off, and therefore are unable to differentiate their dwelling and land from others and realise the difference in value. Much greater land market differentiation is required to reverse this tendency and enable greater mobility. This needs a more focused strategy around backyard shacks and other formal second dwellings, (including Wendy houses and domestic workers’ quarters). Paying closer attention to off-plot and non-erf-based investment is also critical. Investing in public amenities and infrastructure will also spur the land market, thereby creating more opportunities for poor people to generate wealth through land transactions in RDP houses in particular. A differentiated land market is represented graphically in Figure 3.

THE ROAD TO INTEGRATION

There is a commonality in the notion of a dual economy and the notion of socially and financially dominated land markets. The problem with this is that it lends itself to polarisation, which in turn fails to accept the reality that there is one economy, and one land market, encompassing great variety and within which forces of inclusion and exclusion operate. These concepts tend to lend themselves to proposals for eradication (e.g. eradicating the second economy, eradicating informal settlements), instead of recognition. They risk dismissing the attempts that the poor make to secure land access as market “distortions” and state “failure”. The alternative is integration, which recognises socially dominated markets (and the second economy) within a single economy and a single land market which fail to adequately accommodate the poor.
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